Training Course Evaluation
Good afternoon, how are you feeling right now?

- Happy: 65%
- Sleepy: 18%
- Homesick: 12%
- Other: 6%
Your name?

daniel nainggolan
harshi
chuong kieu
maxi
dang thi thuy diem
chantsalnyam luvsandorj
tserenjargal luvsantsuren
suvd-erdene
sushila
ledy natalia
krishantha
anusha rajapaksha
sonam tshering
ganesh prasad prasai
shiva prasad lamsal
Your city and country?
Evaluation

- How did the course meet your expectations
- Specific Training Sessions
- Resource Persons
- IUTC facilities and logistic arrangement
Ready for your ride?
How well were your expectations met?

- Happy and satisfied: 13
- Over expectations: 3
- Somehow satisfied: 1
How did the course training methodology meet your expectation?
Please rank each training session with the scale of 1 to 5 (5 is strongly agreed)
Global Trends on Urbanization and Housing

- **It was an useful session**: Strongly agree 4.3
- **It had sufficient knowledge and depth**: Strongly agree 4.4
- **I learned something interesting**: Strongly agree 4.3
- **I had sufficient time to ask questions and share knowledge**: Strongly agree 4.3
Sustainable Urban Development and Korea's Economy

- It was an useful session: 4.3
- It had sufficient knowledge and depth: 4.2
- I learned something interesting: 4.1
- I had sufficient time to ask questions and share knowledge: 4.3

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree
Analysis the Housing Problem

- It was an useful session: 4.3
- It had sufficient knowledge and depth: 4.1
- I learned something interesting: 4.3
- I had sufficient time to ask questions and share knowledge: 4.2

Strongly disagree |
| Strongly agree
How Housing Market Works

- It was an useful session: 4.1
- It had sufficient knowledge and depth: 4.1
- I learned something interesting: 4.1
- I had sufficient time to ask questions and share knowledge: 3.9

Strongly disagree | Strongly agree
Understanding the Housing Sector in South Korea

- It was an useful session: 4.1
- It had sufficient knowledge and depth: 4
- I learned something interesting: 4.1
- I had sufficient time to ask questions and share knowledge: 4.2

[4 Mentimeter]
Real Estate Market Management and Transaction in Korea

- It was an useful session: 3.4
- It had sufficient knowledge and depth: 3.6
- I learned something interesting: 3.7
- I had sufficient time to ask questions and share knowledge: 3.8
Housing Indicators, the SDG 11 and the New Urban Agenda

- It was an useful session: 4.5
- It had sufficient knowledge and depth: 4.4
- I learned something interesting: 4.2
- I had sufficient time to ask questions and share knowledge: 3.9

Strongly disagree

Strongly agree
People’s housing processes: incremental housing

- It was an useful session: 4.5
- It had sufficient knowledge and depth: 4.2
- I learned something interesting: 4.1
- I had sufficient time to ask questions and share knowledge: 3.8
Management and Maintenance of High-rise Multi-family Housing Stock

- It was an useful session: 4.4
- It had sufficient knowledge and depth: 4.3
- I learned something interesting: 4.1
- I had sufficient time to ask questions and share knowledge: 3.9
Korea's Green Housing Certification

- It was an useful session: 4.3
- It had sufficient knowledge and depth: 4.2
- I learned something interesting: 3.8
- I had sufficient time to ask questions and share knowledge: 4.1
Korea's Public Housing and Support Programme

- It was an useful session: Strongly agree
- It had sufficient knowledge and depth: Strongly agree
- I learned something interesting: Strongly agree
- I had sufficient time to ask questions and share knowledge: Strongly agree
Sustainable housing considerations and Green Infrastructure

- It was an useful session: 4.6
- It had sufficient knowledge and depth: 4.3
- I learned something interesting: 4.3
- I had sufficient time to ask questions and share knowledge: 4.4

Strongly disagree: ______ Strongly agree: ______
The Housing Lab

- Saturday, 25 November
- The Housing Rights Index Analysis
- The Housing Barometer Analysis
Exercise on Housing Barometer

Do you find it useful to help assessing the housing sector in your city/country? 8.9

Was it relevant to your work? 8.9

It's likely that I will apply it in my work 8.7
Indicate maximum 3 strong points that you can think of about this tool?
Indicate maximum 3 specific improvement areas that you would suggest for this tool?
Exercise on Housing Rights Index

- Do you find it useful to help assessing the housing sector in your city/country? 8.1
- Was it relevant to your work? 8.1
- It's likely that I will apply it in my work 8.5
Indicate maximum 3 strong points that you can think of about this tool?
Indicate maximum 3 specific improvement areas that you would suggest for this tool?
I find it an useful tool: 4.4
I find it relevant to my work: 4.3
I learned something new: 4.2
It's likely that I will apply it in my work: 4.3
The field trip: Housing Practice

- Trip 1: Management and Maintenance of Apartment Complexes (Chuncheon)
- Trip 2: Enterprise City and Housing Financing Guarantee Programme (Wonju city)
Field trip 1: Management and Maintenance of Apartment Complexes (Chuncheon)

Overall, it was an interesting experience - 4.2
I learned relevant information for my city/country - 4.1
I was inspired by Korean expertise and experience - 4.2
I enjoyed Korean landscape and culture - 4.8
Field trip 2: Enterprise City and Housing Financing Guarantee Programme (Wonju city)

Overall, it was an interesting experience: 4.2
I learned relevant information for my city/country: 4.1
I was inspired by Korean expertise and experience: 4.3
I enjoyed Korean landscape and culture: 4.4
Field trip 3: Zero-energy Apartment Complex (Seoul)

Overall, it was an interesting experience

I learned relevant information for my city/country

I was inspired by Korean expertise and experience

I enjoyed Korean landscape and culture
Field trip 4: Social Housing and Financing Housing Programmes (Seoul)

- Overall, it was an interesting experience: 4.4
- I learned relevant information for my city/country: 4.1
- I was inspired by Korean expertise and experience: 4.2
- I enjoyed Korean landscape and culture: 4.5
Group work
In general, the group work and discussion:

- Was not useful for me: 0
- Was somehow useful: 2
- Was useful in reflecting my city's situation: 5
- I learned something interesting from my peers: 9
Our performance

- Training course performance
- Logistic performance
Please rank the performance of Resource People and Facilitators

1. The sessions were interactive and well facilitated: 4.6
2. The resource people know their subjects well: 4.6
3. The Resource People allow sufficient time for questions and answers: 4.4
4. Session time and duration were well managed: 4.4

Strongly disagree | Strongly agree
Please rank the performance of accommodation and logistic support

- IUTC training facility is great: 4.8
- IUTC accommodation and food are great: 4.8
- Application and Pre-course information was clear and easy to follow: 4.8
- IUTC and UN-Habitat staff were friendly and helpful: 4.9
- Strongly disagree: 4.8
- Strongly agree: 4.8
How do you feel about the length of the programme?

- **Long**: 3.2
- **Short**: 3.6
- **Perfect length**: 3.7

Strongly disagree | Strongly agree
What would you like to have more in the programme the programme?

- more field visit
- free time
- more group work
- more exercises
- more traveling
- more field trip
- issue-based fieldtrip
- cultural visit
- more field visits
- real urban area
- pre arrangements
- visiting
- time to rest
- more group works
- museum
- more sports
- discussion
- outdoor activity
- sport activities
- more in-depth analysis
- more cultural exchange
- field visit
- location in seoul
- evaluations
- no more others
- traditional village
- sports activities
- more site visit
- more study trip
- long discuss
- sports activities
- grassroots examples
- country side example
- more visit to the city
- practical workshop
- exercise
- more time to exchange ideas
- museum
- more sports
- discussion
- outdoor activity
- sport activities
- more in-depth analysis
- more cultural exchange
- field visit
- location in seoul
- evaluations
- no more others
- traditional village
- sports activities
- more site visit
- more study trip
- long discuss
- sports activities
- grassroots examples
- country side example
- more visit to the city
- practical workshop
- exercise
- more time to exchange ideas
- museum
- more sports
- discussion
- outdoor activity
- sport activities
- more in-depth analysis
- more cultural exchange
- field visit
- location in seoul
- evaluations
- no more others
- traditional village
- sports activities
- more site visit
- more study trip
Please rate the following statements:

Strongly disagree

I feel the training has been a value use of my time

4.8

I can think of tangible ways it will positively affect my work

4.4

Strongly agree

4.6
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Thank You Very Much